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Abstract-In this paper, we propose a fairness-based preemp
tion algorithm for 3GPP LTE-Advanced. It considers bearers'
priorities as well as their QoS over-provisioning with respect to
their minimum QoS needs into the partial preemption decision.
We define a preemption contribution metric for each established
bearer and we evaluate the proposed scheme both in terms
of inter- and intra-priority

preemption fairness.

Through a

simulation approach, we conclude substantial improvements in
preemption fairness when compared to a traditional preemption
approach. We discuss that the proposed scheme does not affect
the main performance measurements of the network, i.e. the
bearers' blocking and dropping probabilities due to congestion.
Finally, we discuss that the preemption contribution metric can
be effectively used to variate the total generated revenue.

I.

IN T RODU C TION

As one of the Radio Resource Management (RRM) func
tionalities in LTE systems, call admission control (CAC) is
employed to control the number of LTE bearer requests in
order to maintain the QoS of the admitted bearers. However,
no guarantee can be provided due to inherently dynamic nature
of wireless communication. For example, during congestion
periods when several communications experience poor channel
quality or high mobility [1], it is highly possible that the
network cannot maintain its bearers' QoS requirements. Thus,
preemption schemes may be employed to alleviate the situa
tion. Preemption is unavoidable in two circumstances, namely,
to manage the resources among bearers when the network is
overloaded as a congestion control mechanism or to allocate
a high-priority bearer request while sufficient resources are
not available. In general, two types of preemption can be
configured, namely partial and full preemptions. In partial
preemption which is also referred to as service degradation
or bandwidth adaptation, resources assigned to one or more
low-priority bearers are partially released up to their minimum
QoS needs. On the other hand, by full preemption which is
also referred to as cutoff process, a high-priority bearer may
completely preempt the resources assigned to one or more low
priority bearers. Preemption plays a critical role in support
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of achievements in the higher layers such as enhancements
in scalability of voice and video coding schemes which let
the quality of experience stay optimal regardless of network
condition variations [2]. Preemption mechanisms has been
addressed in several studies such as in [3]-[6]. [3] suggests a
joint CAC and partial preemption for heterogeneous wireless
networks. By defining a service utility function, they represent
a generic measurement of the profit that is gained by the
mobile network operator. Their work aims to improve the
profit while taking the connection-level QoS of the services
into consideration. [5] presents several partial preemption
policies for supporting variable bit-rate multimedia. By the
concept of node contribution adaptation, they allow each node
to dynamically adapt its needed bandwidth and alter its con
tribution to maintain a particular bandwidth contribution skew
across all nodes in the system. [6] offers a partial preemption
algorithm which tries to minimize the number of degraded
calls and the number of calls receiving lower bandwidth than
the requested. Their algorithm has been developed for the case
of single service networks and tested for video traffic. Finally,
[4] discusses the importance of preemption mechanisms in
handling congestion in wireless multimedia networks. They
investigate the effect of some QoS factors such as traffic
priorities and degradation thresholds on the performance of
preemption mechanisms.
The aforementioned studies do not optimally conceptualize
the preemption problem for LTE since they have been mostly
developed for general wireless network models in which LTE
requirements as indicated in 3GPP have not been included. As
an example, the bearer level multi-class QoS treatment [7] has
been neglected in their modelings. On the other hand, very few
studies on LTE preemption have been reported in the literature.
[8] proposes an LTE full preemption mechanism. To release
target resources D.p, it first sorts the LTE bearers based on their
priority and QoS over-provisioning. Then, the bearers with the
lowest ranks are one-by-one removed until the target load is
released. This method is not necessarily fair since some bearers
with lower priorities may be fully preempted while others
are still over-provisioned. [9] proposes a partial preemption
scheme which aims to maximize the system capacity while
maintaining the basic QoS of the admitted bearers. They first
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sort the bearers which belong to the LTE non-guaranteed
bit rate (Non-GBR) classes according to their priority levels.
Then, it selects the non-GBR bearers with the lowest priority
one-by-one to be partially preempted to their minimum QoS
needs until the target load is released. This algorithm may
still be considered unfair since the preemption applies to each
flow individually. In other words, some of the bearers may
suddenly be degraded to their basic data rate while others from
the same priority still hold their maximum data rate. We note
that from the application point of view, such a disruptive and
sudden bearer degradation is not desirable. We may consider a
video streaming service which is suddenly downgraded from
its maximum data rate to its basic data rate which is not
appealing for a viewer.
In this study, we propose a partial preemption scheme by
which each established bearer may be preempted according to
its priority as well as the amount of extra allocated resources
compared to its basic data rate. Thus, we introduce a pre
emption contribution metric for each bearer. We compare the
fairness of the proposed scheme with a traditional preemption
scheme by means of two well-known fairness indices, i.e.
Jain's index and min-max index. We also discuss its effect on
bearers' blocking and dropping probability and total generated
revenue' .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II details the LTE QoS provisioning model, Section III presents
the CAC model of the study, Section IV describes the proposed
partial preemption mechanism. Fairness evaluation and simu
lation results are provides in Section V and the final section
concludes the paper.
II. LTE QoS

PROVISIONING

M ODEL

In the LTE evolved packet system (EPS), QoS provisioning
of the established service data flows (SDFs) are treated by the
concept of bearers classification [10]. The bearer classes are
limited and each class is assigned a priority level. Bearers
from the same priority are treated with similar maximum
resource budgets in terms of QoS needs. 3GPP has defined
a number of bearer's classes along with their associated QoS
attributes and priorities which can be found in [11]. This
standard pre-configuration was mainly done to unify multi
vendor deployments and roaming. Two types of bearers were
defined as guaranteed bit rate (GBR) and non-guaranteed
bit rate (non-GBR) bearers. Resource assignment for GBR
bearers are associated with two parameters of maximum bit
rate (MBR) and guaranteed bit rate (GBR) which, respectively,
they refer to the maximum sustained data rate that the GBR
bearer cannot exceed and the minimum reserved data rate that
the network guarantees for the GBR bearers. Thus, depending
on resource availabilities, a bearer's data rate may be over
provisioned up to its maximum bit rate. On the other hand,
resource assignments for non-GBR bearers are associated with
I We note that the main contribution of this work is the development of a
fair partial preemption algorithm; however. we may refer to it by the general
term of preemption since two phases of partial and fuU preemptions are not
separable.

a system parameter called aggregate MBR (AMBR) which
defines the total amount of bandwidth resources that can be
assigned to a group of non-GBR bearers [11].
Each bearer is associated with a key attribute called al
location and retention priority (ARP) which determines its
priority and capability in full preemption process [7], [11].
ARP is used by CAC and congestion control to establish
or to modify the bearers. A bearer ARP consists of three
information fields, namely, priority, preemption capability and
preemption vulnerability. The priority is used for differentia
tion purposes and it ensures that the request of the bearer with
the higher priority level is preferred. For example, we may
consider a video-conference service whose video and voice
SDFs were mapped into a low-priority and a high-priority
bearers, respectively. Thus, in case of congestion, eNodeB
may drop the video bearer while keeping the voice bearer to
preserve the service continuity. The second ARP field, i.e., the
preemption capability is a flag and when it is set, it authorizes
the bearer to fully preempt a preemptable bearer with a lower
priority. Finally, the preemption vulnerability field is also a
flag and when it is set, it means that an established bearer
can be fully preempted by a preempting capable high-priority
bearer.
III. CAC MODEL
In this section, we describe the LTE CAC mechanism
which will be jointly considered with the proposed preemption
scheme. First, let us define the following notations:
i: an index which denotes the priority of a bearer.
ni: number of active bearers with priority i.
bgi : guaranteed bit rate of GBR bearers with priority i.
bmi : maximum bit rate of GBR bearers with priority i.
In this study, we extend the definitions of bgi and bmi for
non-GBR bearers. Thus, bgi denote the minimum data rate at
which the non-GBR service can be maintained in an acceptable
level. Acceptable data rate for real-time non-GBR bearers
maybe defined as the rate at which a minimum quality of
experience (QoE) is experienced, while for non real-time non
GBR bearers such as FTP, it may be defined as a data rate at
which the file can be transfered within a reasonable time. non
GBR bmi is also defined as the maximum bit rate which may
be assigned to the non-GBR bearers with priority i. We note
that for a non-GBR service, bgi may be set to zero to present
a best-effort service with no QoS restriction while bmi can be
set to AMBR parameter as defined earlier.
ai,j(b): allocated OFDM physical radio block (PRB) re
sources to the ih bearer of priority i to achieve bit rate b. We
note that for given allocated resources, the achievable bit rate
by the bearer depends on the channel quality and consequently,
the employed modulation scheme.
C : total capacity of the LTE cell excluding reserved capacity
for hand-off traffic in PRBs.
6.p : the amount of resources which is needed to be released
by preemption for admitting a new bearer with priority i.
We assume that a new bearer request is admitted if the
required resources to fulfill the application QoS is either
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available or can be preempted according to the preemption
algorithm described in the following section. Thus, denote ai,j
as the load contribution of the lh bearer of priority i in PRB,
the availability of resources may be estimated as C - I: aij
, .

when the priority of an established bearer or its QoS over
provisioning increases. 0: and (3 are fine tuning knobs which
may control the fairness of the metric. L arger 0: and (3 result in
higher contribution metrics for low priority bearers and highly
i,j
over-provisioned bearers, respectively. We note that (3) is in
One way to determine the load contribution of an established
the form of Cobb-Douglas production function. In economics,
bearer is by averaging its recent load over a measurement
this function is widely used to represent the relationship
window [12] as:
of an output to inputs. This function has the general form
, b 9i
mij
Y
AD!B(3 where Y represents the total production (output)
(1)
ai,j mm Kc,
T. '
and A and B, respectively, represent the labor and capital
C 6.t ',J
inputs. Thus, 0: and (3 may be interpreted as the output
where mi,j is the total number of PRBs allocated by the MAC
elasticities of labor and capital. Output elasticity measures
scheduler to the jlh bearer with priority i over a measurement
the responsiveness of output to a change in levels of either
window of 6.t sub-frames and Ti,j is the achieved throughput
labor or capital. Thus, following the Cobb-Douglas function
of that bearer over the measurement window. In (1), Kc is a
properties, three cases may be considered for tunning knobs
constant with a value close to 2.0 which may be used to keep
in (3). First, if 0: + (3
1. In this case, production function has
the load under a reasonable value in case Ti,j becomes very
constant returns to scale. In other words, doubling priority i
small due to an extreme poor channel quality for a particular
and resource over-provisioning (ai,j-bgi) will also double the
bearer [12].
contribution metric fij
, . On the other hand, when 0: + (3 < 1
Thus, assuming that resource Pin
, i + 1 is needed to establish
and 0: + (3 > 1, returns to scale shows a decreasing and
a new bearer with priority i, i.e., the (ni+ 1)lh bearer, we may
increasing properties, respectively.
write its admission and resource allocation criteria as:
Finally, the normalized contribution of each established
9 nj
ai,ni+l(b)lbgi<b<bmi, if I: I: ajk
, i+l(b) bearer in partial preemption, denoted by dp(i, j) is defined
, :::;C -ain
as:
j=1k=l
_

.

=

(

)

=

=

9 nj
, i+1(bgi)
, -6.p:::;C-ain
ain
, i+1(bgi), if I: I: ajk
j=1k=l

0,

dp ( t,] )
.

IV.

fij
,

=

iD!(aij
, - bgil,

1:::; j :::; ni,

(3)

where i is the bearer priority and (aij
, - bgi) denotes the
amount of the over-provisioned resources which were assigned
to that bearer with respect to the needed resources to provision
its guaranteed bit rate. From (3), contribution metric increases

�.

(4)

partial preemption algorithm:
Algorithm 1

Partial Preemption

Target load 6.p is not released: do
Find fij
, for all established bearers according to (3).
if fi,
j 0 for all i, j then
Break (Target load 6.p cannot be released by partial
preemption.)

while

=

PROP OSED PREEMP TION ALGORITHM

Traditional preemption mechanisms work in two phases.
The first phase allows preemption of resources by recon
figuring the lowest priority bearers to their minimum QoS
needs and the second phase allows total preemption of some
low-priority bearer resources. In the following, we propose
a fairness-based preemption algorithm which is unique and
aligned with 3GPP requirements. Similarly, this algorithm is
working in two phases. Given that the extra target load 6.p is
needed for admission of a new bearer with priority i, first, it
tries to partially preempt the resources of the active bearers
based on their priorities as well as their over-provisioned
resources in a distributed fashion. L et us define !ij
, as the
partial preemption contribution metric for the lh bearer with
priority i as:

-

I:!ij
,
i,j
Thus, to release target load 6.p, we propose the following

otherwise.

(2)
where the first condition determines whether the available
resources are enough to admit a bearer with a data rate within
its QoS interval. The second condition presents the situation
where the system does not have enough resources but it may be
obtained by preemption. Finally, the bearer request is denied
if the required resources are neither available nor preemptable.

.

end if

If possible, degrade all active bearers partially for
dp( i, j)6.p. Thus, the maximum assigned resources to the
lh bearer of priority i will be degraded to max [bgi, Pij
, 

dp(i,j)6.p].

end while

In the above, the algorithm is stopped whenever metric fij
,
approaches to zero for all active bearers. This indicates that
all bearers are already degraded to their guaranteed bit rates.
In this case, full preemption is considered in the second phase
only if the requesting bearer is preempting capable. Thus, all
bearers whose preemption vulnerability flag were set to one
will be sorted according to their priority in decreasing order
and their resources are fully preempted one-by-one until the
target load is achieved. At the end of the second phase, if still
the target load is not achieved, the new bearer request will be
rejected.
We note that the proposed mechanism not only partially
preempt the bearers in a fair and distributed scheme, but
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also it allows the service provider to control the preemption
fairness by fine-tuning the bearers' contributions based on their
priorities and QoS over-provisioning factors.
V.
A.

PERFORM ANCE EVALUATION

where n denote the number of bearer's priorities (n
4 for
our settings). To make the definition applicable to our scenario,
we define allocation Xi as the average ratio of resource over
provisioning of the bearers of class i as follows:
=

Simulation Settings

(6)

The simulations are done in the downlink of a single-cell
LTE network; however, the same principle applies in the uplink
direction. For simplicity, we assume that a user assigns only
one SDF of a kind to a bearer with priority i2.
For the physical layer aspects, the same modeling of [13]
is considered which is in conformation to 3GPP LTE spec
ifications [14]. Thus, the path loss is modeled by 39.95 +
43.37510g(dl10) (in dB) where d is the distance between the
user and eNodeB in meters. Total eNodeB transmission power
and the noise power are set to 43 dBm and -174 dBm/Hz,
respectively. The OFDM channel consists of a 5 GHz band and
it contains 25 PRBs. Each PRB consists of 12 sub-carriers with
15 kHz spacing bands. Finally, a frequency selective fading
channel with six taps is assumed. The perceived data rate at
PRB j of user i is given by Ri,j
12log2(1 + (3SN Ri,j),
and
SN
Ri,j
is
the average of signal
where (3
-In
E
to noise ratios on all 2 sub-carriers of PRB j of user i [13].
A proportional fair algorithm is used to schedule the traffic on
each PRB in the time domain, whenever a PRB is partially
used to support the requested data rate. It is also assumed that
20% of the resources are reserved for incoming hand-off calls
and excluded from the analysis. The mobility model of [1]
was incorporated to model users' movements.
Three traffic types, namely, voice, video and FTP are
assumed and their characteristics are modeled based on the re
quirements specified by the Next Generation Mobile Networks
(NGMN) consortium [15]. Table I details the modelings. We
consider four types of bearers with priorities 1 to 4 whose
QoS needs are indicated in Table II. For multimedia, a wide
data rate intervals are assumed to support scalable multimedia
codings such as voice EVS and video H.264/SVC as suggested
for future LTE networks [2].

A smaller Xi indicates a lower QoS over-provisIOning for
bearers with priority i and vice-versa. Thus, the measured
Jain's index represents the bearers' QoS over-provisioning
fairness in an inter-priority fashion.
Next, we employ min-max index to measure the bearers'
intra-priority preemption fairness which it may be defined as
the QoS over-provisioning fairness among bearers with the
same priority. Min-max fairness index is given by:
Min-max fairness index

=

min(Yj)
max(Yj) ,

(7)

where Yj denote the QoS over-provisioning for the jth bearer
with pririty i and it can be found as:

=

=

B.

(8)

(�'� Jl

We note that all bearers with the same priority should
contribute equivalently in partial preemption process. Thus,
minmax index is more appropriate in this case since it is
sensitive to service degradation and service unfairness among
users within the same class [17].
C.

Simulation Results

In the following, we assume a + (3
1 which as de
scribed, it corresponds to a perfect competition scenario in
Cobb-Douglas presentation of contribution metric (3). Fig.
1 presents the inter-priority fairness measurements (Jain's
index) as a function of traffic arrival rates for the three
cases of traditional preemption approach and fairness-based
approaches with a
0.9 and a
0.1. We note that
=

=

TABLE I: Traffic distributions and parameters

Fairness Evaluation

We use Jain's and min-max indices [16] to compare the
proposed preemption mechanism with the traditional approach
in terms of fairness. Jain's index rates the fairness of a set of
allocations such that Xi portion of a total resource is assigned
to the ith user among n total users. Thus, it ranges from lin as
a worst case allocation to 1 as the best case allocation where
all users are allocated equally. We use this index to measure
the fairness among different priorities of bearers and we refer
to it as inter-priority fairness. Jain's index is given by:

Jain's fairness index

=

(f= Xir

=

t.::
-'..:
: =.c::.l ---,�

n

(5)

n2:x;
i =l
2In reality. a user may initiate two or more data services with similar QoS
needs which will be mapped to the same bearer.
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FTP
File size

Service time

Truncated Log-normal distribution with maximum = 5 Mbytes, mean = 2Mbytes and Standard
deviation = 0.722 Mbytes
Until file transfer is completed

Video
Frame inter-arrival
time
No. of slices (packets) per frame
Packet (Slice) size
Packet inter-arrival
time in a frame
Service time

100msec (Deterministic)
8 slices/frame (Deterministic)
Truncated Pareto Distribution with mean - 100
bytes and maximum - 250 bytes
Truncated Pareto Distribution with mean=6 msec
and maximum = 12.5 msec
Exponentially distributed with mean - 100 Sec

Voice
Source rate
Talk spurt length
Silent period length
Service time

Variable rates
Exponentially distributed with mean - 147 msec
Exponentially distributed with mean 167 msec
Exponentially distributed with mean
100 Sec

TABLE II: LTE Traffic Parameters Settings

Priority

Traffic Type

Maximum
bitrate (kb/sec)

Guaranteed
bitrate (kb/sec)

Packet
error rate

Voice, GBR

I

32

64

Video, GBR

2

128

256

Video, non-GBR

3

10

64

10

FTP, non-GBR

4

10

256

10

10

-L

Preemption
vulnerability

Preemption
capability

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1O:cr
-2

-;5

(3)
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0.9 and ex 0.1 result in bearer's contribution metrics
with dominant priority and dominant QoS over-provisioning,
respectively. The x axis represents the traffic batch arrival
rates for all priorities. Further, arrival rates are chosen such
that the network is considered lightly congested for the values
less than 0.3 and heavily congested afterward. As it may
be seen, the employment of fairness-based preemption will
substantially increase the preemption fairness among the four
bearer classes. Further, when ex is decreasing from 0.9 to 0.1
(middle values are not shown on the figure), the preemption
fairness improves in the lightly congested region while they
are almost identically decreasing when the network becomes
highly congested. We note that inter-priority fairness is not
always interesting since a service provider may prefer to value
some bearers with higher priorities even for partial preemption.
This can be done by excluding those high-priority bearers from
algorithm 1, thus not allowing a low-priority bearer to partially
preempt the high-priority ones.
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Fig. 2: Intra-priority fairness measurement (min-max index) as a
function of traffic batch arrival rate.

the same priority, the tuning knobs may be used effectively to
adjust inter-priority fairness among bearers.
Next, we have measured the bearers' blocking and dropping
probabilities. These two measurements are defined, respec
tively, as the probability that a bearer request is not admitted
as a result of congestion and the probability that a bearer is
dropped when it can not maintain its guaranteed bit rate within
congestion avoidance phase. As an important observation,
we have noticed that the proposed algorithm affects these
measurements negligibly for different values of ex and (33.
For example, for ni
4 with fairness-based preemption
mechanism, two aforementioned probabilities, respectively,
increase from 0.12 to 0.125 and from 0.041 to 0.051 for
the batch arrival rate of 0.6 bearers/sec and ex
0.1 which
indicate less than 5% deviations. Thus, we conclude that the
achieved fairness both in intra- and inter-priority preemption
does not result in major deterioration or improvement in
bearers' blocking and dropping probabilities.
Next, we measure the total generated revenue in a period
of T hours. We assumed a linear batch arrival rate function
which is increasing from 0.1 to 1 bearer requests/sec within a
period of T
7 hours and we consider service charges of 1,
=

=

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) plot the intra-priority fairness mea
surements (min-max index) as a function of traffic batch
arrival rate for GBR and non-GBR bearer classes, respectively.
As before, three cases of traditional preemption approach
and fairness-based preemption approach with ex
0.9 and
ex
0.1 are considered. As it may be seen, the partial
preemption fairness among the bearers of the same priority
has been improved substantially when the proposed algorithm
is employed; however, the variation in tuning knobs negligibly
affects the fairness index. Thus, while the proposed scheme
assures identical QoS over-provisioning for all bearers within
=

=

=

3 The results have not been presented since as aforementioned, the differ
ences in observations were negligible.
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function. The inter-priority and intra-priority fairness of the
proposed scheme was evaluated through Jain's and min
max fairness indices, respectively and were compared with
a traditional preemption scheme. We discussed that while the
proposed algorithm improves the preemption fairness signifi
cantly, it does not alter two important performance measures
of bearers blocking and dropping probabilities. Finally, we
showed its capability to fairly modify the generated revenue
by the service providers which the later has been set as a future
work.

- Fairness-based preemption

- - - Traditional preemption

� 5.14

@

05.13

'2

=' 512
"

,,'

�

5.11

�

51.

'"

5.09

�...,

........
...
...

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----�

5.08

:--70.-:-, --='c
- -=0
:': .3----= O.4L ---7 0.-=-5----:'0. =0.2=--0
6 -- -=0:":.7=-- ---=0'-=-. 8----70.':-9-----'
Tuning knob a

a

over a period of T

=

7 hours.

0.15, 0.12 and 0.1 money unitlMb for bearers with priority 1
to 4, respectively. The generated revenue for the given period
is measured and sketched in fig. 3 as a function of tuning knob
ex (or equivalently 1- (3). The result of traditional preemption
is also inserted for comparison reason. As it may be observed,
the total revenue is decreasing from 50.9k to 51.6k when ex is
increasing from 0 to 1 which almost shows a 1.4% variation.
The result indicates the capability of preemption mechanism
in altering generated revenue. Although a deceasing effect is
observed for the current network settings, the trend highly
depends on the traffic parameters' settings such as desig
nated gauranteed/maximum bit rate and their prioritization
schemes. Thus, we may even expect local extrema for some
other settings. Thus, definition of an appropriate optimization
problem is interesting, especially to adjust the tuning knobs
to maximize the generated revenue. This task has been set as
a future work.
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